Klimt drew like a lover -yielding, hasty, indolent, daring. He drew in order to relax after a day given over to painting, or in preparation for a large canvas. Nakedness, in one of his figure studies for Philosophy, tells of our human inherent inability to hide -like shame, in origin, but without the hang-ups. Another study for Medicine shows reclined and exhausted old bodies -stylized flesh with no shading, bodies clutched in their frailty, thrown to the vagaries of the world.
Both painters were extraordinary draughtsmen, but while Klimt drew to unwind, to improve his technique and train his eye, Schiele did so in order to understand himself and the worldno less -and with the same absorption and gravity devoted to painting. In some drawings (e.g., Female Nude, 1910) we notice what he himself describes as "inner light shining forth from the body". The description is crystal-clear, but the curators feel obliged to officiously render it as "auras". They follow in this an interpretative tradition that insists on making of the twenty-year old artist a card-carrying theosophist. Halos are then read as astral radiance, the distinctive spirit of individuals emitting life from within like Christmas trees en route to the universal and the divine.
As with allegorical interpretations, these transcendentalist readings are facile and sidestep Schiele's complexity. The inner light underlines the human figure's fragmentation, lighting up its enduring separation and difference. "Light reflects off the paint rather than the paperJennifer Dyer writes -which adds both depth and luminescence to the halo and the body".
She goes on to say something extraordinary: "The figure's body is then substantiated by light" (2001, p. 90, emphasis added (Dyer, ibid, p. 90), i.e., light allows us to see things and also produces heat. 
